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Secure software development
Businesses who wish to survive need to think secure,
and here’s why:
Hackers are trying to get into your systems and networks right now, whether it
is for fun or profit. These could be novice hackers who are looking for a shortcut to fame or a group of organised criminals who work silently on the wire.
These people don’t make noise but when their job is done, your business may be
damaged beyond repair.
Criminals or novice hackers can break into a business network through many
routes with a view to stealing information or extracting intelligence which allows
them to steal money from your business, target your clients directly as part of a
sophisticated confidence trick or even threaten you to extort money.
Therefore, it is vital to ensure that you not only have a secure network but that
the applications you use for your business and clients are as secure as possible.

This is where Software Major comes in.
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Digital Stakeholder Management
Digital Stakeholders are vital for any business and you should be
managing them!
Reputation attacks can come at any time from any direction. To ignore this is to
leave your back door unlocked and your valuables in plain sight.
Discretion is at the forefront of what we do. Our reputation is as important as
yours, and we protect it fiercely.
Together, we can protect your digital world. Our team of experienced cyber
advisors and social media experts can review your current position and develop
a suitable strategy to mitigate the effect of any existing negative content and
provide protection systems to protect your business from future attacks.
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Cyber Intelligence
Cyber intelligence - knowledge of your threat environment - enables you to evolve
your defences, to provide the armour you need to protect your business.
As the cyber threat grows, your defences must evolve or your business may die.
Cyber intelligence is the key to your evolution!

Go LIVE with real time, intelligent Cyber protection.
Software Major will provide real time, intelligent cyber monitoring systems to
monitor and assess the threats specific to your organisation, enabling you to swiftly
and effectively mitigate risk and strengthen your cyber resilience.
We go above and beyond the ordinary, employing a suite of advanced monitoring
and data mining systems to enable our expert analysts to contextualise the threats
which are relevant to you.
This will help you to determine the risk to your business and protect your customers
and your stakeholders.
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Cyber Security
The days of thinking it won’t happen to you are gone. You are already
under attack!
As the growth and dynamics of technology evolve, so does the potential for exploitation
and threat to your business!
To protect your business, knowledge of your digital infrastructure and the cyber
measures that you employ is important, and, in the past, this is where the focus of
Cyber Security has been. However, threats often come from within your business in
the form of human error or deliberate breaches in security.

Don’t be complacent, let Software Major secure your digital world.
Our team of expert cyber advisors and expert risk assessors can review your business
structure, map the risks and work with you to reduce your exposure.
We will manage mitigation with our advanced Cyber Risk management software
system in order to enable you to prioritise and address risks in order of importance.
We will then work with you to take your business to safety, and keep it there.
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Our Work - LUXIOS
Luxios.com is an advanced portal aimed at Ultra-high Net Worth individuals
looking to find and procure the very finest products in the world. Design was of
the utmost importance and our dedicated design team spent considerable time
getting this absolutely perfect. We are extremely proud of the results and have
received adulation from several prominent luxury brands.
Can’t recommend Software Major highly enough. I have had the pleasure of
working with Bob and his team on several projects, Luxios being both the most
complex and recent.
Luxios was delivered on time and to budget and his approach, positive outlook
and methodology are a joy to experience. HIGHLY RECOMMENDED.
- George Evans, Managing Director
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Our Work - zap Magic
zapmagic.com was an exercise in pure design magic. Our client, one of the
world’s top magicians, had a clear idea of how his brand should be presented and,
following guidance from our design team, he was delighted with the results.
As always, the zap magic site is hosted on our ‘solid state’ servers protected by
an advanced web application firewall and 24/7/365 monitoring by our world class
systems administration team giving Zap security, speed and peace of mind.
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Our Work - Molifilms
Molifilms.com is a British film production company structured for qualifying
investors to take advantage of the tax benefits provided by an HMRC approved
EIS scheme.
Being in the entertainment industry, they required a website that was sharp,
streamlined and offered a cool yet sophisticated customer experience and include
a full social network system. Our design team delivered exactly that, along with
assurance that Software Major was on hand to assist throughout the process and
long after the website was launched.
Protected by an advanced web application firewall and hosted on our ‘solid state’
servers, Molifilms Entertainment Ltd is able to function seamlessly in a secure
environment.
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Our Work - Mercury Datum
MercuryDatum.com produces state of the art technologies used within the wine
and spirits sector, in order the preserve and maintain the utmost quality for their
clients produce.
The team at Software Major designed a site exactly to Mercury Datum’s
specification that encompassed a clean and clinical feel, which needless to say,
they were delighted with.
Using the latest programming language, built on servers that guarantee efficiency
and having the added benefit of our cyber insurance, Mercury Datum had a
website anybody would raise a glass to!
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Our Work - Orion Land and Leisure
Orionland.co.uk is a privately owned, London based property development and
investment company.
Our client required a top quality web site and service that was in line with the
professional environment of property investment.
Software Major delivered a customer experience that left Orion singing our praises.
There was no compromise on quality whilst delivering a secure environment
suitable for high scale daily transactions.
Our continued consultancy services mean our expertise are available 24/7 to the
client and have the extra peace of mind benefiting from our cyber insurance.
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Our Work - Jack Rawles
jackrawlesracing.co.uk showcases the skills and achievements of Jack Rawles, a
young racing driver from Hampshire who is tipped to go to the top in motor sport.
Jack wanted a website that was as fast and beautifully crafted as the cars he
drives and we at Software Major relished in the challenge.
We worked every step of the way with Jack and his peers to produce exactly as
required a secure and streamlined site that he could be proud of.
Along with all our websites, this was hosted on ‘solid state’ servers, offering
second-to-none speed and service, along with our round the clock monitoring
ensuring real peace of mind and a secure environment without compromise.
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Let us take your
business to safety...

Tel - 0207 458 4088 EM - Info@softwaremajor.com
29th floor - 1 canada Sq - Canary Wharf - London - E14 5DY

